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Chapter 13
Aftermath of Pearl Harbour

ON 5 DECEMBER, Able Seaman Milton 'Pusser' Hill went ashore at Auckland with eighty-two of
Achilles' crew for ten days' leave. He arranged with his fiancee June Buckley to be married on
Wednesday the 10th, and they announced their plan immediately.

More sinister plans were being enacted far north of New Zealand as Vice Admiral Chuichi
Nagumo's Carrier Striking Force approached Hawaii; the six 35,000-ton carriers Akagi and Kaga,
Soryu and Hiryu, Shokaku and Zuikaku, each carrying eighty combat planes, were escorted by many
modern cruisers and destroyers in their silent advance towards Pearl Harbour.

Akagi
On Sunday 7 December Mrs Buckley's house bustled
with friends and relatives trying on bridesmaids'
dresses, making endless pots of tea, tidying up the
front room for the wedding reception. They were far
too occupied to hear Station 1ZB's newsflash: 'Japan
has bombed Pearl Harbour'.

Within half an hour America's Pacific battle fleet had
suffered a major catastrophe. Forty Japanese torpedo
-bombers, 50 high-level and 50 dive bomber planes,

escorted by a host of fighters, swept in over Diamond Head; and as the fighters strafed Honolulu's
military airfields and hangars, the bombers roared down to attack America's sleeping giants.
Arizona lay warped and awash; Oklahoma capsized; West Virginia sank; California was sinking;
Tennessee and Nevada would be in dockyard hands for months to come. And as the first wave sped
back to their waiting carriers, a second strike of 50 high level and 80 dive bombers completed the
annihilation of US battleships but failed to locate the aircraft carriers. This was an incredible stroke
of luck for the West: the Pacific war was destined to be decided by aircraft from their carriers.

Wedding bells rang for Pusser and his bride on 10 December 1941, the day Japanese planes caught
Prince of Wales and Repulse off Kuantan, western Malaya, without air cover, and sent both capital
ships to the bottom some 300 miles north of Singapore. Japanese troops were working down the
Malay Peninsula towards Britain's 'impregnable' fortress of Singapore, and in general the news left
much to be desired.

Photograph from a
Japanese aircraft of
the battle which
caused the loss of
HMS Prince ofWales
and Repulse
Another Japanese
aerial photograph of
the ships being
bombed
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Commodore Sir E. Parry, who had gone to Singapore for a naval conference, sent an urgent request
to Navy Board Wellington from C-in-C Eastern Fleet for Achilles to join his fleet, which was short of
cruisers and could not be strengthened by ships from the European sector equally short of cruisers
in the Mediterranean and Atlantic. It was decided to collect two British cruisers from the East
Indies Squadron, two from the Royal Netherlands Navy, one from Australia and one from New
Zealand, for operations with C-in-C's battleships and as a striking force in conjunction with air
support along the Malay Barrier.

Wahine
Achilles, with Wahine transporting New Zealand troops to Suva, received orders to proceed with all
despatch on her present mission and thence to Port Moresby and on to Singapore. But even before
she reached Suva, Prince of Wales and Repulse no longer existed, and the swiftness of Japan's
expansion was altering decisions almost hourly. Achilles made the trip from Suva to Port Moresby
at 28 knots, received orders whilst refuelling to return to Auckland, where she arrived on 16
December and completed her complement with Pusser Hill and the other eighty-one who had
finished their leave the previous day.

In the meantime, Navy Board Melbourne requested that Achilles and Leander might actively
cooperate with the Australian Navy, and in immediate response Achilles left Auckland at midnight
on 16 December to rendezvous with Pear Admiral J. G. Grace's flagship Canberra near New
Caledonia.

We were well down Hauraki Gulf when the speakers came alive and Skip's voice asked for our
attention while he told us: 'We have been ordered to join Canberra and Perth north-east of Noumea,
where we will meet American transports and escort them to Brisbane. There will probably be
French and United States escorts in the group. That is all.'

We passed within sight of Norfolk Island on our way north, and while mess-men served out rum the
next day, our lookouts saw the tops of masts over the northern horizon. Within the next hour those
on deck were commenting on Pensacola, the 9000-ton ten-8" cruiser escorting seven American
transports. Late that afternoon Canberra and Perth joined and we carried on towards Brisbane in
tropical weather which had us stripped of unessentials while looking for draughty spots about our
upperdecks. Pensacola's four aircraft ranged about the horizon with those from our cruisers on
constant patrol, being joined on Sunday by 13 Hudsons from Queensland airfields right until we
entered Moreton Bay to refuel.

Hudson
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Achilles sailed on 22 December at 22 knots to arrive in Auckland for Christmas Day, but the sun
seemed to have gone wrong. It kept rising to port instead of somewhere ahead, and we arrived in
Sydney instead of our home port, busily writing letters to say the things on paper which we'd
anticipated murmuring softly into scented ears.

On Christmas Day working parties forgot their griefs and set to, unpacking crates of stores and
patriotic parcels for distribution to all messes. Our tots soon dispelled remaining gloom, and when
Skip did his Christmas rounds he found colourful tweendecks with laughing men seated to a
specially prepared dinner with a bottle of beer per man. He joined In the atmosphere, accepted the
proffered 'sippers', wished us all the season's greetings and passed on into the next compartment.
Men wished each other well, silently toasted their distant loved ones.

New Year's day dawned at sea with routine action stations at 0410 when we looked through
nightglasses at our convoy of Aquitania, Sarpedon (an 11,000-ton Blue Funnel Liner), and the
Norwegian 5100ton motor vessel Herstein, escorted by Australia, Canberra, Perth, and Achilles. We
were three days north of Sydney en route to Port Moresby with 4250 Aussie troops and 10,000 tons
of equipment and stores to be ready for an anticipated southward Japanese thrust. Australian land
based Hudsons patrolled ahead of the convoy daily and occasionally flew overhead, while we
sweated below decks in an increasing heat. As part of the usual requirements of all aboard, Pusser
Hill had been up since 0230, gone to dawn action stations, done his part-of-ship jobs, and was on
his way to .5"-gun practice at 0930 when some bastard had the sauce to wish him a Happy New
Year. 'Hell, man, what's happy about this life?' growled Pusser.

Two days later we sighted New Guinea. Planes flew overhead all morning now, including American
Catalinas, and about mid-afternoon all ships anchored inside the reef Achilles went alongside
Aquitania to take off 900 troops while a constant stream of powerboats towed all the cruisers
loaded cutters inshore to Port Moresby wharves.

Next day, Canberra and the two sloops remained with their convoy while we sailed in company with
Australia and Perth at 20 knots for

Noumea to act as temporary anti-aircraft protection for the Free French town. Port Moresby, New
Caledonia, and Fiji would be the Allied line of 'No Admittance' against Japanese southern advances,
and they'd built up as steppingstones once we had recovered from Japan's initial crippling blows.
New Zealand undertook to construct major airfields at Namaka near Lautoka, and a flyingboat base
at Lauthala Bay near Suva, in addition to a fleet anchorage at Nandi. All these commitments were
completed well in advance of the American requested date of January 1942. At Noumea, anti-
aircraft stations were manned continuously, and thus when 2nd part of starboard and Ist part of
port watches went ashore for leave from 1315 to 1830, most of them were tired, drank too much
French beer and vino, and came back staggering.

On Friday 9 January we formed astern of Perth and Australia to pick up a convoy north of New
Zealand for Suva, and two days later we met Leander, who had left Auckland after d ark on 10
January with Port Montreal and the two Wellington- Lyttelton ferries Wahine and Rangatira. Three
battalions of the 2nd NZEF 8th Reinforcements, whose departure for Egypt had been cancelled, now
travelled aboard the convoy as reinforcements for New Zealand's 8th Brigade Group in Fiji. As our
three additional warships deployed about the northbound ships, we asked Leander if she'd brought
us any mail from Auckland. In answer we got a curt No, and although her ship's company could
hardly have been at fault, they still received all the unwholesome names more justly attributable to
the mail office at Devonport Naval Base. On the evening of 13 January the convoy divided, and we
with Perth escorted Rangatira to Lautoka, leaving her in Navula Passage to enter alone while both
her escorting cruisers carried on to Suva at 25 knots.

Shortly after our arrival in company with Perth, Le Triomphant entered. Australia and Leander were
already in harbour, as were the other two troopers, and the Dutch tanker from Noumea, Faulkjelf, on
either side of which we and Leander secured to refuel. While dutymen handled the oiling, both
ship's companies traversed the tanker's decks in search of old shipmates, learning in the process
that there were many complaints about the minimal things for which men on both ships were being
punished. It seemed that young officers were taking their commissions far too seriously, especially
as they weren't showing up too well in their own respective professions. Only one watch went ashore
this time in Suva, and when they returned after speaking to men off the Aussie cruisers, it was
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apparent the Australian Navy was suffering likewise. Relatively inexperienced officers were
replacing pre-war ones up-ranked to command new ships, and the newcomers' understanding of
the Service was sadly lacking.

Cable parties mustered on all foc's'les, and anchors came up together on Achilles, Le Triomphant,
Perth, and Leander. An enemy warship had bombarded Pago Pago, and the squadron would cover
Monowai as she approached Fiji with more New Zealand troops aboard Taroona.

About noon on the 15th Le Triomphant departed for Noumea. The two New Zealand and two
Australian cruisers swept a wide zigzagging area while Monowai escorted Taroona through to
Lautoka, and we were off the Loyalty Islands near New Caledonia late on the afternoon of the 16th
when our Main W/T received Monowai's enemy report of a bombing attack just south of Suva.

Monowai
Soon however Monowai changed this to SSSS's as she engaged a submarine surfacing on her port
beam at 7000 yards. Two shells from the four port 6" guns fell near the Japanese submarine and
others straddled her before she ceased firing and submerged. Monowai, not being equipped to
deal with underwater craft, retired at speed through Mbengga Passage as did the now empty
Taroona, who followed her through the reef and rock-strewn waterway before they resumed their
passage back to Auckland.

Next morning we left the squadron at 1130, and 48 hours later went alongside Philomel's wharf in
Devonport. We were home for almost a week.

By 0900 on 25 January all our ship's company had been checked aboard and anti-aircraft
guncrews marched aboard Monowai to a lecture-film called Eye-shooting.. They returned to find
Achilles readied for sea at 1150, phones disconnected, and no chance of ringing from the
dockyard to let wives and girlfriends know we were sailing. It had happened before and it would
happen again. For the young womenfolk left at home it was worse than for men aboard, who would
soon be too occupied to dwell on home thoughts.

All day Monday the seas remained calm but changed from green to light blue, and then to deep
tropical blue. In the early evening men walked the waists and foc's'le singly and in pairs, stood
about our upperdecks in clusters discussing subjects as diverse as those who joined each group
night after night. One could recognise individuals and even see the colour of our paint in the light
from an enormous orange moon shimmering above the for'ard horizon. One by one, men went
below to relieve last-dog watchkeepers, to shower and do their dobeying, to write another letter
home, to sleep.

At Tuesday's dawn action stations, mastheads, appeared far to the north, materialised into funnels
and bridges, and then the hulls of USS Phoenix, a heavy cruiser escorting three US transports. We
selected the smallest, made appropriate signals to Phoenix, and took the trooper into Suva while
the remainder carried on to Melbourne.

Two days sufficed for us to refuel, take aboard whatever stores our paymaster could lay his hands
on, and allow most men at least one run ashore before dusk on 30 January 1942, when we left
Suva.

More tropical weather turned the foc's'le into a summer Bondi Beach. We cruised at 20 knots to a
rendezvous with the US Navy Auxiliary Hammondsport, who carried crated aircraft, took her under
our wing for two days and turned over to Leander while the signal bridge flashed 'Farewell Sis, see
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you next time up.' We showed them both our stern and increased to 23 knots for Auckland.

We enjoyed a week in Auckland from 4 to 10 February, taking in Queen Street or local-theatre films
according to our pockets, circulating among families around the suburbs, and joining weekend
beach crowds, before returning home sunbaked and hungry to Mum's usual Sunday roast.

Now as a unit of the recently formed Anzac naval forces, the purport of C-in-C Pacific's directives
affected Achilles on Monday night when we left Calliope wharf at dark, stayed on deck until the city
lights no longer showed astern, and went below to hear the comforting rumble of propellers and
engines powering us north at 22 knots. En route, we Joined Admiral Grace's flagship Australia with
the American destroyer Lamson and arrived in Suva to find Chicago and another destroyer, Perkins,
close to Leander, while Monowai was disembarking New Zealand troops alongside. She had wasted
no time coming north, as she left Auckland only nine hours before us.

We learned ashore that Leander came east from Brisbane, Chicago and Perkins south from Pearl
Harbour, and the remainder of us north from Auckland and Wellington; all arriving within a space of
seven hours. Yanks, Kiwis and Aussies drank together, all asking the same questions, but none
knew the answer to our sudden appearance although the quality of rumours grew more and more
convincing as the tide went out in our beer bottles. Too much to drink in the smoke laden bars; and
later, when individual ship's patrols eased their happy wanderers towards the wharves, more than
usual had to be helped aboard American, Australian, and New Zealand ships by their buddies,
cobbers, and mates.

Soon after breakfast next morning, radiomen and stokers took in air top-sides before going below
to their forenoon watches. They shook off last night's cobwebs, gazed around nearby cruisers, and
saw Monowai making off towards a shining Pacific, carrying Vice Admiral Leary's staff of twelve
officers, seventy rates, and piles of cypher machines and radio equipment for his proposed
headquarters at Melbourne.

Anzac Squadron remained another day, sailed at 1400, and learned from a 'Barnes broadcast' that
our squadron had orders to patrol between Fiji and New Caledonia while another force covered an
area near the New Hebrides. From this information many forebodings of great naval engagements
circulated among messdeck strategists, but we took messages from Pearl Harbour's NPM Lote
circuit, addressed to COM TF 11. Task Force I I's composition was already known in the SDO and
we shot up top when their phone rang to tell us it was in sight at 1130 on Monday the 16th.

Lexington's planes patrolled constantly as the now combined 17 warships cruised in two long
columns led by the Flag Australia, whose Rear Admiral Grace boarded the big carrier for a
conference. About mid afternoon he returned to the Australian cruiser, which rejoined and led us
back towards Suva, while Task Force 11 carried on north-west.

News of Singapore's surrender cast more gloom on the gloomy and put a dent in our optimists'
armour, but within 48 hours interest soon switched to US oiler Platte's deep-laden 17,000 tons of
fuel we'd returned to escort after leaving Lexington and her heavy cruisers and destroyers.

Platte sat low in the Pacific, mole-ploughing an 18-knot creamy furrow through which Lamson and
Perkins capered in the usual manner of destroyers at sea. Australia forged ahead of Chicago to
starboard of our oiler, while to port we yawed gracefully in Leander's wake, being brought back into
line by our helmsman as he corrected against a lazily swinging compass pointer.

The flagship's Walrus had been both light cruisers' anti-aircraft target for range and inclination
exercises, and when it came gliding in to the clear patch swept by its big cruiser, the pilot made a
bad one, bounced awkwardly on the tall, cannoned sideways into Australia's side and burst into
flames astern of the slowly moving ship. Chicago slid alongside the Walrus and rescued its crew,
but the pilot died soon after and the navigator and telegraphist- air-gunner were seriously injured.

Captain Barnes decided to inform us about ships not within sight, unhooked our public address
mike and asked for attention: 'The Anzac Squadron is backing up a proposed strike at Rabaul in
northern New Britain to let the Japs know we're still around. Lexington will be in position today, and
long-range Australian land based bombers will arrive in time to assist. If the air bombing is
successful, Task Force Eleven cruisers and destroyers will close and bombard. We, as Task Force
Eleven B, will be in position to refuel the attack group, and we may be required to carry out a
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further bombardment while the others are oiling. That is all.'

At last, after months of rumour, buzzes, and false alarms, we'd been given the griff It seemed we
might be in action within 48 hours.

Next morning dawned over a heavily chopped Pacific in which Lamson lost a man overboard. Seas
broke on Platte's wide bows to shower her decks and labyrinth of exposed oil pipes and catwalks,
and Chicago's plane overturned when landing alongside, but she signalled to say the crew were
OK. By 1400, visibility closed in to two miles. Those in our Main W/T cursed the rolling ship,
gripped their desks and copied signal after signal from Hawaii's fast transmissions, pressed
buzzers to bring a coder for the message just received, entered the next serial number and started
copying yet another string of swift morse to warships in South-west Pacific area.

Skip again cleared his throat, thumbed the mike button and said: 'Task Force Eleven was located
by enemy flying-boats 350 miles north-east of Rabaul. Lexington's fighters shot two down, but a
third got her report away. Later in the day eighteen twin engined bombers attacked the carrier, but
she was waiting for them, and her fighters shot down sixteen for the loss of two planes. Having lost
any chance of a surprise raid on Rabaul, the force withdrew during last night and they will
rendezvous with us shortly. Ah ... there was no damage to any of the ships.'

Our anticipated action had faded away. We hung about at 9 knots awaiting calmer seas for
refuelling. Sunday brought no relief, but Lamson and Perkins decided to run the risk, thereby
entertaining the ships close enough to see their crazy antics, finally succeeding in getting the
flexible hoses inboard. By masterly seamanship they remained near Platte's wallowing bulk without
bumping, or tearing her hoses apart. Four days later we were swinging with Suva's tides, reading
newspaper reports on Darwin's heavy air raid.

Admiral Wilson Brown aboard Lexington, chafing over his thwarted attempt on Rabaul and with his
mind set on a further excursion in that direction, ordered Australia, Chicago and the three
destroyers Perkins, Worden and Lamson from Suva to join Task Force I I at sea. In addition to our
chagrin at not being invited, the ship developed a bad cold. Influenza raged on all messdecks. But
even that wasn't enough: an attack of diarrhoea swept through Achilles, and men were scared to
cough. This could be the reason we watched the other Anzacs sail without us,, but a more probable
reason was the necessity to escort GIs to Australia at that time, so Leander preceded us through

500 miles of calm seas east of Suva to accept
two Matson liners and a merchantman from
USS Portland, who disappeared back whence
she came while we reversed course for
Brisbane, gradually edging into a hurricane
near Queensland's coast.

Montery after the war
On 7 March Monterey, Matsonia and
Mormacsea wallowed in the tempest. Our
messdecks resembled a flood disaster as
Achilles ploughed deep under oncoming walls

of roaring hurricane-lashed seas, staggered jerkily to regain equilibrium with exposed propellers
racing, rolled drunkenly with foc's'le cataracting white water from upslanted bows, quarterdeck a
mess of angry foam while mast-tops careered across an overhead of shrieking cloud gone berserk.
That night conditions grew even worse. Dawn broke with scant improvement, but where was our
convoy? Only a wind-torn range of white streaked rollers, a solitary albatross in its element,
scything slantwise with the gale, an empty lifeboat 20 miles offshore and an exhausted storm at
1300 on Sunday when we entered Moreton Bay.

No, the signal-station hadn't seen our ships. So, back to sea until 1900, when we located Leander
coming from the south with Matsonia and Mormacsea. No, they didn't know where Monterey had
got to'. 'You go and find her' - which- we did during the middle watch, eventually arriving back in
the Bay about mid-forenoon on 9 March. We'd been in one of the unrecorded Pacific battles and
had almost lost 5000 tons of war material when Momacsea's cargo shifted and she signalled
Leander her inability to alter course for fear of capsizing.
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Many miles north, another battle began when Admiral Wilson Brown's TF11, now reinforced by the
American 33,000-ton carrier Yorktown, made for a second attempt on Rabaul. Urgent messages
told him Japanese forces were landing in Huon Gulf, New Guinea, and that they'd captured
Salamaua on 8 March. Immediately summing up the urgencies, he headed into Papua Gulf while
Admiral Grace patrolled with his Anzac Squadron south of Louisiade Archipelago to intercept any
Japanese interference. On 10 March, 104 strike planes flew off Lexington and Yorktown, crossed
the Owen Stanley Range and attacked invading transports. Three transports were sunk for a
oneplane loss and Task Force 11, having been almost two months at sea, was recalled to Pearl
Harbour.

Back in Brisbane, Achilles looked refreshed after a day's grooming and we fronted up to restaurant
cooked meals of our choice, booked in at the Union Jack Club hostel to ensure a two-bob bed and
breakfast, and then wandered about Brisbane's entertainments questing relief or relaxation in
competition with streets, pubs, and brothels full of GIs with .45s on their hips.

Brisbane's newspapers were mirroring Australian concern about Japan's unstemmed southward
aggressions. Admiral Nimitz as C-inC Pacific shared this concern at his Hawaiian headquarters,
but it was not a concern of despair; rather, one of urgency in securing forward strategic bases from
which to strike back at Nagumo.

And from mid-March 1942 Achilles and Leander saw a change of tide. Together with Westralia we
escorted an American trooper from Moreton Bay, leaving Brisbane's streets denuded of GI
uniforms and transplanting them in Noumea shortly before Australia, Chicago, Lamson and Perkins
arrived, waving friendly recognition as they passed close on their way up harbour while Achilles
refuelled and stored to accompany Westralia 250 miles north to Vila, New Hebrides.

Some 30,000 US troops and marines now swelled New Caledonia's population; the Commandant
signified readiness to deal with any ideas from Tojo or Nagumo, even though Java had surrendered
in the previous 24 hours.

Our short run to Vila put an advanced guard ashore from the Australian auxiliary cruiser. She also
carried a Walrus which went aloft with ours to scan horizons against surprise attacks while men
from Achilles assisted disembarking Westralia's passengers and equipment until 1800, when we
made off back to Noumea.

We were still at sea next dawn action stations, when a keen-eyed lookout reported warship
mastheads on our eastern horizon. Word went around to double check all armament; engineroom
telegraphs clanged for attention as the indicator asked for more speed, and Achilles turned to
investigate. While we closed the range an enemy

report lay before the Main W/T operator ready for transmission at instant notice from Captain
Barnes. Through the DCT telescope the nearer unidentified warship seemed to be increasing
speed as her bowwave mounted to her foredeck. Then distant flashes. But they came from signal
lamps introducing Pensacola and Hampden. Those on deck could now recognise Pensacola's
unusual camouflage with its massive painted bow-wave.

USS Pensacola
Back in Noumea that night we drew our one bottle per man harbour issue of beer for those on
board, and listened as they piped an expected mail arrival next week. 'Big deal! About bloody time.'
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Our Anzac Squadron departed on 25 March in an easterly direction to cover the first main body of
troops for Vila, and 12 hours after rendezvous, Leander led Achilles away for Suva under directives
to refuel before meeting more convoys heading west from Panama and San Francisco. In Suva
both cruisers declared an armistice on 30 March, when seven weeks' mail came aboard. Emperor
Hirohito was no longer a dirty little bandy legged bastard; he and his empire ceased to exist as
volunteers assisted postie and our regulating staff to make dents in a mountain of letters from
home.

Leander sailed at dusk and we remained the night, clearing Suva shortly after lunch on April Fool's
Day whilst under 'attack' by American Airacobras. We managed to escape undamaged and leisured
south until north-east of Kermadec Islands, where the heavy cruiser Chester handed over three big
ones: 84,000ton Queen Elizabeth, 18,000-ton Mariposa, and 22,000-ton President Coolidge, all
carrying troops for Sydney. QE could enter only one hour either side of high tide, and when most of
the way across the Tasman we left the other two and increased to 28 knots to make a noon rise.
Britain's mobile steel city stood 22 storeys from keel to funnel-top, measured one fifth of a mile in
length, and crashed without tremor through seas which constantly swept our port and starboard
waists. Her 200,000 horsepower engines were designed to do this and more while ferrying
America and Europe's millionaires across a peacetime Atlantic, and we'd had an appreciative
audience of RAAF Ansons over our last 200 miles.

Whenever American cruisers had been in
company over previous months, our gunners
had envied the bristling A/A weaponry about
their upper works, and now, during a 12-day
stay in harbour, some of those gunners' wishes
were realised when Cockatoo Navy-yard
specialists conferred about the positioning of
seven Oerlikon mounts, finally agreeing to one
each on B and X turret roofs, one aft on the
quarterdeck, and four placed about the
catapult deck. We got the mounts but not the
guns; Leander had them, somewhere in the
Pacific.

Oerlikon
Sydney's papers reported more British warship losses, this time off Ceylon. The names of ships
were mentioned, but little else. Now we know that this was a continuation of carrier operations
after Pearl Harbour, as Nagurno's same strike-group approached Colombo for a showdown with
Britain's Eastern Fleet.

Lying in Sydney, we knew none of the behind-the-actions strategy; we realised the mounting loss of
old acquaintance ships and sympathised over their bad luck, but still retained faith in the British
and American navies. In our coding department, signals directed the deletion of familiar ship-
names from cypher and code books. But there were endless pages of ships still operational and
new ones commissioning, battleships, carriers, cruisers, destroyers and lesser vessels. We took it
for granted that Churchill, Mountbatten, Nimitz, and Halsey were doing the worrying, so why should
we?

Captain H.M. Barnes had taken charge of Achilles when Commodore Parry left the ship in 1940,
and in the forenoon of 15 April 1942 he glanced nostalgically round his quarterdeck cabin, set his
laurelled cap at its familiar tilt, squared his shoulders and stepped out into Sydney's sunshine to
bid farewells before going down the officers' gangway and out of our lives. Later that same day,
some who remained aboard leaned on rails watching two officers alight from a car, mount the after
gangway, salute our quarterdeck, and disappear with the officer of the Watch. Captain Barnes and
'Guns' Washbourn had just been relieved by Captain C. A. L. Mansergh, DSC, RN, and a new
gunnery officer.

Immediately the Cockatoo Navy-yard finished our Oerlikon mounts we went south for a day to
intercept Mariposa and escort her out of our area on her return to San Francisco, and we were
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probably halfway to Samoan waters on 22 April when the ANZAC
area and its squadron ceased to exist. Both New Zealand and
Australia's Governments strongly opposed the ANZAC breakup, but
US High Command insisted that Australia and New Zealand were
distinct strategic entities. A new South-West Pacific Area evolved,
under the C-inC-manship of General Douglas MacArthur, including
the Dutch East Indies, Philippines, Australia, New Guinea, Bismarck
Archipelago, and the Solomons, with Vice Admiral H. F. Leary, USN,
in command at sea.

Chester Nimitz
The Pacific, under Admiral Chester W. Nimitz, USK became
segregated into North, Central, and South Areas, with SOUPAC,

including New Zealand and her dependencies, New Caledonia, New Hebrides, Fiji, Tonga, Samoa,
Ellice, Phoenix, Tuamotu, Society, and Marquesas Islands under the Allied command of Vice
Admiral Robert L. Ghormley RN. New Zealand's cruisers were to meet transport convoys in the
mideast Pacific Area and escort them to their destinations.

And this is what we were doing in reverse with Mariposa until well east of Samoa, when Captain
Mansergh signalled her 'bon voyage' on 24 April, asked for Navi's anticipated time of arrival at
Pago Pago, secured at noon on Anzac Day to one of Pago's buoys, and went below with red-eared
embarrassment shared by everyone involved in our two-hour manoeuvres in front of an American
audience. Still no letters; only one New Zealand mail in three months away from Auckland, a hot
harbour day and night, and even our clowns were waxing sour.

Whilst swinging round the buoy we were joined by US Minelayer Montgomery from Pearl Harbour.
Immediately secured alongside us, her crew swarmed aboard to fraternise, while Pago's Polynesian
Marine Band entertained both ships' companies on our quarterdeck. Douglas Dauntless scouts
came and went on endless air patrols, and if Japanese planes wished to interfere, they would also
meet severe opposition from the extensive harbour and coastal fortifications, apparent during our
three-day stay.

Early Tuesday morning Montgomery cast off from Achilles before we slipped in a commendable
dine that indicated a Mansergh talk with his deck officers. Helm and Henley whooped a few
manoeuvring signals which echoed off surrounding hills, followed astern past the 'Rainmaker I and
out to sea, where Leander and Lamson made up more of our Task Force 12.2 then under 'attack' by
Grumman F4F Wildcats buzzing each ship at near their 330 mph top speed. It kept our A/A
gunners sweating to engage all these aircraft; as one of the 4"-gun crew expounded, Jeez man,
can't those babies go! Boy, roll on our bloody Oerlikon's!'

After the 'battle' we closed Leander, lowered both cutters, watched them pull over to Sis and return
loaded with a long-yearned-for mail. Our Sister was beautiful, the sun shone brighter, and after
glazed eyes cleared, all messdecks; hummed with conversation. Sis not only looked good, she
popped balloon after balloon released by Achilles, demonstrating her efficient Oerlikon's. And 'Yes,'
she had ours aboard 'and the ammo - you can come and get them in Vila.' From 3 May dawn action
stations; when we entered the air-attack zone, all ships remained at A/A stations.

On 4 May all our seven transports negotiated Vila's boom while Lamson patrolled outside against
nosey submarines, and we with Leander and two destroyers, Hamlin and Henley, covered all
approaches further to sea in anticipation of night surface-intruders. After dawn stand-to, Navy
scout planes took over and all ships entered harbour, where we secured alongside Leander for a
busy day, craning 1000lb weapons to hastily-erected derricks which positioned them in their
emplacements. Work stopped at 1800 while we went south again to our night-patrol, and it began
again next morning in harbour until dusk, when all seven Oerlikon barrels nested in their gimbals
close to steel lockers crammed with newly loaded magazines.


